
This poster is based on the
terminology and expertise shared by

local elders and hunters:
Joavee Alivaktuk; Levi Evic; Manasa

Evic; Jaco Ishulutak; Lazarusie
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Keyuajuk; Joanasie Maniapik;
Manasie Maniapik; Jamesie Mike;
Enoosie Nashalik; Manasie Noah;
Jackie Nowdlak; Lootie Nowyook;

Mosesee Nuvaqiq; Jooeelee Papatsie;
Joanasie Qappik; Peterosie Qappik;
Joopa Soudluapik; Paulosie Veevee;

1 Anonymous hunter.
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Extensive ice formation occurs around Pangnirtung, Nunavut, in Pangnirtung Fiord and Cumberland Sound.  Through extensive travel on, and use of, the sea ice elders and hunters in Pangnirtung have developed detailed and sophisticated
descriptions of sea ice processes and conditions based on experiential learning, and sea ice continues to be an important travel and hunting platform for the community.  Collaborative research with these local experts was undertaken to
learn about sea ice from Inuit perspectives, as the specifics of local characterizations and uses are not well understood by the scientific community. Over four separate field seasons (coinciding with different stages of sea ice
formation/decay between May, 2004 and April, 2005), 30 semi-directed interviews, 5 sea ice trips, and 2 focus groups were conducted to document the sea ice conditions, Inuktitut terminology, and descriptions shown in this poster.  This

conceptual model of seasonal freeze/thaw sequences was created to demonstrate the interactions between local sea ice conditions, as well as to highlight links with scientific sea ice terminology (where possible). By learning about Inuit
conceptions of sea ice we gain insights into Inuit knowledge, locally important ice conditions, and cross-cultural communication.  Over the next few years we aim to expand, and improve upon, these results as part of the International Polar
Year (IPY) Inuit Sea Ice Use and Occupancy Project (http://gcrc.carleton.ca/isiuop) “Mapping Inuit Sea Ice Knowledge and Use.”  We welcome ongoing community feedback and new contributors in this effort.
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Term Description 

Near-shore 

killirusi juq  early ice formation along the shore, 

eventually becomes qainngu 

iluvalliaju q  the first film of ice forming along tidal flats  

qainngu  ice that “touches the land”, a ledge along the 

shore  

sijja  rough, shoreline ice – a broader extent than 

qainngu 

sikuvalliajuq  the ice is starting to form well 

sikutaq the first ice to form in bays, inlets, and the 

head of fior d s  

Open water 

quppirkuaq very thin sheet of new ice, looks like an oil 

sl ick  

qinnu a q  slush-like ice floating in the water  

sivaujanguaq ice that “looks like a cookie,” pancake ice, 

modern term for sikuallaajuq 

sikuallaaju q  collection of sikuaq, new circular pans of ice  

Sea ice thickening 

sikuaq  first thin, continuous layer of ice to for m  

sikuaqtu q  the process of sikuaq forming 

sikurataaq recently formed sea i c e  

atuqsaruqtuq ice that is strong enough to hold a person 

walking 

nutaaminiq  newly formed ice in the fall, generally large 

flat expanses of i c e  

qanngu t  snow-like crystallization on thin ice, frost 

flowers 

apputtattuq snow that accumulates on newly formed ice, 

causes thinning, delays freezing, and is 

dangerous  

ittanilapaat wet spots on the snow, where water has 

seeped up from under the ice 

kiviniq  ice condition created by wet snow sinking 

into the sea ice, and becoming part of i t  

sikurinittuq  soft ice consistency due to the influence of 

winds or snow 

nigajutaq an area that takes longer to freeze due to 

winds or currents  
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Term Description 

Landfa s t  

sikujuq  the water has frozen over, the ice has joined 

together  

nipittuq ice that has “locked up”, it is solidly 

attached to the land 

sikuvaalluut i  the first ice to form and that will stay until 

the following ye a r  

s iku  general term for sea ice, first-year ice  

tuvaruqpalliajuq ice that is thickening, becoming tuvaq  

tuvaq  solid, landfast ice 

sikutiaqtuq  solid, well-formed sea ice  

apputaniuliqtuq  snow that has accumulated on sea ice  

tuvallariuliqtuq  solid sea ice, maximum thickness, safe for 

travel 

Floe Edge  

sinaaq  floe edge, delineation between tuvaq and 

open water 

uiguaq  new ice that forms at the sinaaq  

uiguatuqaq  old uiguaq 

uukkaqtuq  ice breaking off from the sinaaq 

nunn i q  when Cumberland Sound is almost 

completely frozen over  

 

Term Description 

Tidal Cracks 

nuttaq  general term for crac k  

nagguti tidal crack within tuvaq, that opens and re-

freezes with tidal variations in the winter 

naggutiminiq  a nagguti that has frozen over 

aijuq  a crack within a nagguti 

aajuraq a nagguti that opens in the spring, and does 

not re-freeze, a le a d  

ikirniq the open water within an aajuraq or between 

ice pans 
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Term Description 

Snowmelt 

aukkaavalliajuq  general term to describe early ice 

deterioration and some areas becoming 

dangerous  

aukkaturliit areas in the sea ice that open/melt earlier 

than others 

apputailiqqattuq general process of snow melt on the i c e  

mannguqtuq  the process of snow softening, a diurnal 

cycle involving mannguttaliqtuq and 

qissuqaqtuq 

mannguttaliqtuq snow that has melted during the day and 

become a sticky consistency 

qissuqaqtuq  snow that has frozen/hardened at night, 

good for travel  

masaq  wet snow, mushy consistency, darker 

appearance  

aumasijuq  when there is water under the snow, on top 

of the ice 

Water accumulation 

immatittuq the process of snowmelt forming 

immatinniit on the ice  

immatinniit melt puddles, hard to trav e l  

ikiartirtuq a brittle thin layer of ice over immatinniit 

that forms at nigh t  

kujjirtuq melt rivers that drain the melting snow 

killait holes that have formed because the ice 

melted all the way through, allowing melt-

water drainage  

puttailiq water-logged ice after rapid snow melt 

Break-up 

tikpaqtuq  the dry ice surface after melt-water has 

drained 

immatillarittuq the second time immatinniit form, but due 

to sea ice melt 

tuvarluqtuq the process of tuvaq deteriorating and 

becoming dangerous  

aajuraq a nagguti that opens in the spring, and does 

not re-freeze, a le a d  

surattuq sea ice break- u p  

tuvaijaliqtuq the process of deteriorated tuvaq breaking 

o f f  

tuvaminiq  tuvaq that has broken off, and is now free-

floating 

sijjaijaluqtuq the process of sijja becoming detached from 
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